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Navigation application developed by ONF within Forcip+ project 



Context  

During summer time, ONF operates about 100 first intervention 
patrols every day. 

These patrols concern 15 
provinces of southern 
France. 



Context  

About 10 years ago, the first geolocation tools have been tested 
in 2 provinces : 

 GPS coordinates transmitted 
when using radio and GPS-
GPRS system. 



Context  

Both systems brought some advantages but were lacking 
functionalities like 
permanent tracking of the 
vehicle or the possibility for 
the crew to see where he is. 
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Whithin the Forcip+ project, ONF has decided to fit all patrols 
with a new application with all necessary facilities. 

Since last summer, each patrol vehicle is equipped with an 
Android tablet using mobile data connexion. 

2 specific applications are installed in the 
tablet (Samsung Galaxy Tab active) :  
- One for mission reporting (crew 

members, vehicle used, patrol schedule, 
actions made, etc.) 

- One for geolocation which : 
• Records and sends GPS positions 
• Shows its’ current position to the 

crew on a specific cartography 
 

Context  
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The geolocation tool : 

- Records vehicle positions every 8 seconds 

- Sends these positions every 30 seconds to a central server 

 

Specifications  
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If there is no data connexion (3G), the application keeps the positions 
and sends them in packs as soon as the connexion is recovered. For 
each position, an attribute allows to know if it has been transmitted 
immediatly or not in order to build connexion cover map. 

Specifications  
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For each position, the status of the vehicle is defined : patrol, on 
the way to intervention, arrived to the fire. 

Specifications  
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On the tablet screen, the geolocation tool also displays live 
position for the crew on specific offline maps including :  

- topographical map and ortophoto,  

- geographical specific data for fire prevention (unavailable 
in classic solutions like google maps) such as : 

 grid used as locating system by all services,  

 hydrants or other punctual data  

 forest roads with their name and class 

 areas of fire regulation application 

Specifications  
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Current position in 

DFCI coordinates or 

GPS coordinates 

 

Possibility to get the 

coordinates on a point 

tapped on the map 

 

Safety button in case 

of emergency 

Screenshots 
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Different maps 

depending on the scale 

Information on ponctual 

data by tap 

Screenshots 
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Patrol status is displayed to the command 

centre and is recorded as an attribute to the 

positions database in order to distinguish 

speed in patrol and speed in intervention for 

example.  

Screenshots 
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In the command centre a visualization software is implemented (LIO) 

The application for visualization is entirely web accessed, there is a 
complete version for PC and a lighter version for smartphone. 

Central software  
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Central software  

- Overall view of patrolling vehicles 
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- Different maps depending on the scale (topo or ortophoto) 

- Specific data for fire prevention (unavailable in classic solutions 

like google maps) integrated on maps or managed as POI 

Central software  
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Central software  

- Different maps depending on the scale (topo or ortophoto) 

- Specific data for fire prevention (unavailable in classic solutions 

like google maps) integrated on maps or managed as POI 
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For each patrol : view of historical positions and travel (with time cursor) 

Central software  
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- Cartographic tools like distance, 

surface and azimut measurements. 

Central software  
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- Research tool : search for an address or a township 

Central software  
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- Navigation tool : which patrol is close to this point ? 

Central software  
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Central software  

- Navigation tool : which patrol is close to this point ? 
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A free version of the application has 

also been developed for partners. 

It has roughly the same functionalities 

as the complete version but : 

Free version of the application 

- Android application works with 

online maps, so 3G connexion is 

needed everywhere 

- Positions are sent to a single PC 

- There is no storage of data when 

there is no connexion so PC must be 

always turned on and tablet must 

have 3G signal. 
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Main improvements of the complete solution are related to navigation tool 

to find the optimal route from the patrol position to the fire. 

For the moment, the application still faces 2 problems :  
- It uses a « general public » engine which doesn’t know the forest roads. It 

navigates through public roads and, when in forest areas, straight to the fire 

- All roads have an average speed of 60 km/h whatever their type 

Further improvements 



Further improvements 

Example taken from the French pilot Forcip+ area : application navigation 
calculation. 



Further improvements 

Example taken from the French pilot Forcip+ area : openstreetmap 
calculation. 



Further improvements 

Example taken from the French pilot Forcip+ area : application navigation 
calculation. 



Further improvements 

Example taken from the French pilot Forcip+ area : openstreetmap 
calculation. 



Further improvements 

Example taken from the French pilot Forcip+ area : openstreetmap 
calculation after online creation of missing road. 



So, navigation improvements 
must take into account : 

• updates of network data 
bases including 
complete forest roads 
cover, 

• proper use of average 
traffic speeds depending 
on the type of road 
(firefighting traffic 
capacity and vehicle 
type) 

 

Conclusion 




